inspiring wellness

Design and technology combine to produce the ultimate hydromassage
Jacuzzi® presents Muse. Get inspired by this exciting combination between the ancient art of Shiatsu massage and the new TargetPro™ jets which make the exclusive Jacuzzi®
classical hydromassage and the AQS® system even more effective. A synthesis of the classical and holistic vision of wellness with its ﬂowing lines, Muse enters a new aesthetic and
technological dimension. The soft proﬁle embracing its top rim is the characteristic feature of a spacious and sinuous whirlpool bath whose iconic shape is the very image of comfort.

Shiatsu hydromassage. 32 progressive micro-jets arranged along the back, generate a sequence of pleasurable water pulses that are adjustable in intensity; to be used in an upward
direction for a tonic effect and downwards for relaxation, so that energy may be perfectly restored. This type of massage, stemming from an in-depth study of the manual massage
technique reproduced thanks to exclusive Jacuzzi® technology, stimulates energy and confers a profound sense of psycho-physical wellbeing.
TargetPro™ jets. Designed to offer a hydromassage treatment that is even more personalized and versatile to suit individual needs. The new TargetPro™ jets can be adjusted
directionally to reach where you need it the most. Jets may be controlled as required by simply rotating the nozzles.
J.touch remote control. It lights up in response to a mere touch and enables all functions to be selected easily and intuitively: Shiatsu and AQS® hydromassage programmes,
Cromodream®, water temperature control and Sound System with Bluetooth®.
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Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage with TargetPro™ jets
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Shiatsu hydromassage with sequential microjets
Programmes: Tonic and Relax

32

32

FUNCTIONS

inspiring wellness

Aquasystem® with TargetPro™ jets
Programmes: Silence, Breath, Dream, Renew
WATER SUPPLY
Morphosis mechanical tapware
FEATURES
Proﬁle in soft grey material
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J.touch remote control

●
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Cromodream®

●

●
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Sound System with Bluetooth®

●

Heater
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Sanitising system

●
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Concealed overﬂow

●

●

Click-clack waste

●

●

single LH (freestanding/built-in)
LH-RH (corner/niche/wall)

VERSIONS

corner/niche/wall
freestanding/built-in

INSTALLATION

Shiatsu hydromassage. 32 progressive micro-jets arranged along the back, generate a sequence of pleasurable water pulses that are adjustable in intensity; to be used in an upward
direction for a tonic effect and downwards for relaxation, so that energy may be perfectly restored. This type of massage, stemming from an in-depth study of the manual massage
technique reproduced thanks to exclusive Jacuzzi® technology, stimulates energy and confers a profound sense of psycho-physical wellbeing.

Corner/Niche/Wall

EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS
Length

cm

180

Width

cm

100 (90 freestanding/built-in)

Height

cm

65

cm

147

Length at ﬁttings

cm

140

Central width at top edge

cm

65

Water volume (at the overﬂow level)

litres

276

Average water quantity for hydromassage

litres

TargetPro™ jets. Designed to offer a hydromassage treatment that is even more personalized and versatile to suit individual needs. The new TargetPro™ jets can be adjusted
directionally to reach where you need it the most. Jets may be controlled as required by simply rotating the nozzles.

INSIDE DIMENSIONS
Length at top edge

J.touch remote control. It lights up in response to a mere touch and enables all functions to be selected easily and intuitively: Shiatsu and AQS® hydromassage programmes,
Cromodream®, water temperature control and Sound System with Bluetooth®.

Freestanding/Built-in

Electric power supply
Jets

●

Standard

236
220/240 V - 50 Hz

Standard depending on the chosen ﬁttings
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Perfect proportions that adapt to any space
corner/niche/wall 180 x 100 x 65h cm

Elegant and refined with a soft profile that extends to become a plinth
built-in 180 x 90 x 65h cm

Stunning freestanding design makes every bathroom an exclusive one
freestanding 180 x 90 x 65h cm

